STTP on Financial Market Analytics
29th & 30th May, 2020 at IIPMB Campus, Malathalli, Bengaluru

Financial markets of stocks, commodity and currency provide immense opportunity for investment and trading for wealth creation. However, understanding the market dynamics, functions and technicalities of price action movements are imperative for entering into market. Technical and fundamental analysis shall facilitate in understanding the dynamics of price action movements. Technical analysis is a decision science essential to understand as well as to reap the benefits of markets. It would facilitate in taking appropriate decisions considering calculated risk against expected return. It is easy to learn and apply in Stock, Commodities and Currency Markets. In this vibrant economy with ease of access to internet facilitates to become financially independent and enhances employable skills.

Programme Objective:
To provide practical application skills on Technical Analysis Techniques and Tools in trading/investing decisions at financial markets.

Programme fee
Rs. 5900/- per participant (including GST). Fee includes program kit, lunch and Certificate of participation.

Who can attend?
1. A student of undergraduate/post graduate’s interested to improve employable skills to get better jobs in the finance sector.
2. Employees/Staff, any individual looking for learning Technical Analysis to earn alternate source of Income.
3. All participants interested to learn financial markets with basic knowledge to read and understand English with hands on usage of computer/laptop.

Program Content
1. Introduction to Financial Markets
2. Fundamentals of Trading
3. Understanding Charts and analysis of price and volume.
4. Identifying Patterns, Trends, Support and Resistance
5. Introduction to Japanese Candlesticks Trading Techniques
6. Understanding market indicators - Moving Averages (EMA,SMA), MACD, ADX, RSI, Stochastics, Psar, Bollinger Bands, OBV and their usage.
7. Identifying Entry and Exists, understanding timeframe strategies.
8. Identifying Entry and Exists, understanding timeframe strategies.
10. Application of technical analysis in the real market scenario
11. Successful traits and discipline for professional Trader/Investor.

Program outcomes
- Participants shall be able to apply Technical Analysis skills in financial markets independently.
- Participants can opt for self-employment of TradingProfession in Stock, Commodity or Currency Markets.
- Participants shall be able to work in investment and financial services industry.

Course Trainer: Dr. A.N. Vijayakumar, M.Com, MBA,M Phil, PhD. Associate Professor, IIPMB, Member- Product Advisory Committee – MCX Ltd, Researcher, Trader and Trainer in financial markets with more than 15 years of experience. Formerly with the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India, New Delhi. He has organised many workshops for executives, students and staff. Contact no: 9844361528.

Registration on first come first serve basis. Last date for registration 20th May, 2020. Batch size limited to 25.
Interested candidates may email filled in registration forms to v.kumariipmb@gmail.com.
For further information, please feel free to contact Ms. Kruthi
Contact number: 6362512169